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Lesson 1 - You and your job
Audio script

Mathieu and Lisa are at a conference. It’s the break, and they’re getting 
some coffee. They start a conversation to introduce themselves. 

 �Mathieu: Pardon… Sorry, can you pass the sugar please?

  ● �Lisa: Sugar? Sure, here you go. 

 �Mathieu: Thank you. Euh… you look familiar… Have we met before? 

  ● �Lisa: Ummm… Maybe… Were you here last year? Your name is…?

 �Mathieu: (shows Lisa his name tag) Mathieu Beaumont, I’m from France. You can hear 
my accent, I think. 

  ● �Lisa: Oh, I like your accent! It’s nice to meet you Mathieu! I’m Lisa. I’m from Texas. 

 �Mathieu: Pleased to meet you. 

  ● �Lisa: So whereabouts are you from in France? 

 �Mathieu: From Lyon, it’s in the southeast of France… Lyon, it’s the French capital of 
gastronomy! You know French food? 

  ● �Lisa: I know Fr ench onion soup! I’m not sure that’s really very French though...

 �Mathieu: Yes! It’s from Lyon!

  ● �Lisa: Oh good! Passed that test! So, what do you do exactly? 

 �Mathieu: Me, I work in database administration and security in a small company near 
Lyon.

  ● �Lisa: Oh right. Sounds interesting.

 �Mathieu: Yes. I take care of the databases in my company. I’m responsible for data 
backup & security, things like that. What about you? What do you do?

  ● �Lisa: I’m in charge of managing our projects in the North American and European 
markets. Basically, I make sure the teams based in different countries play well together.

 �Mathieu: Euh… sorry, I don’t understand...

  ● �Lisa: Oh, “play well together.” It means that they cooperate and work together 
without too many problems. Sometimes people in other countries worry because the 
project’s all in English, and with Americans, so part of my job is to make sure there’s no 
communication problems and that everything goes smoothly between the teams.
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 �Mathieu: Oh I see. And you said you’re from where? 

  ● �Lisa: Texas.

 �Mathieu: OK, where in Texas exactly?

  ● �Lisa: Houston. I grew up on a ranch, basically. But I’ve lived all over the US, and spent 
some time in Canada too.

 �Mathieu: Seriously? You grew up on a ranch? It’s like in the movies! So how did you get 
into project management? A ranch is more fun, no?

  ● �Lisa: Oh, I never wanted to work with livestock. Technology was more my thing! I did 
a degree in computer engineering in college and basically started working at Dupre 
Software right after. 

 �Mathieu: Oh, wow! You work for Dupre Software… We know them in France. Have you 
been there for a long time?

  ● �Lisa: Yeah, for about 8 years now. But I’ve only been working as International Team 
Coordinator since about last year. I started off working on some small IT projects at first, 
and then just worked my way up to Coordinator from there pretty much. What about 
you, have you always worked in IT? 

 �Mathieu: Yes, I started as a programmer for a health informatics company after 
university, and then I did some data analysis work. All my jobs have been in IT.

  ● �Lisa: IT-related… yeah, it’s a good field to work in. There’s all kinds of jobs you can do! 
Anyway, I think they’re gonna start the next sessions in about 10 minutes or so, so I 
guess I’d better go. It was nice meeting you… Sorry, what was your name, again? 

 �Matthieu: Matthieu. 

  ● �Lisa: It was nice meeting you Matthieu. Maybe see you around! 
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